COSPAR attendees and their guests are invited to this Opening Reception on Thursday evening, July 19, during the COSPAR meeting. FREE ArtCenter shuttle buses will run from the front of the convention center to ArtCenter between 6:30 to 10:30pm.

Williamson Gallery, ArtCenter College of Design
WELCOME COSPAR

MOONS
OPENING RECEPTION – July 19, 2018

Williamson Gallery @ ArtCenter, 1700 Lida St., Pasadena, CA | more info: williamson.gallery@artcenter.edu

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED to join the artists, curator Stephen Nowlin, COSPAR Conference scientists, and other curious guests for the opening reception of

MOONS
An exhibition pondering wonder worlds and orbiting mysteries.

THURSDAY, July 19, 7-10pm

Artists/Sources:
Carnegie Observatories, Caltech Archives, Kevin Gill, James Griffith, Tim Hawkinson, Huntington Library,
Melanie King, Sarah Perry, Steve Roden, Karley Sullivan,
Penelope Umbrico, Jacqueline Woods, and miscellaneous ephemera.

Celestial bodies tethered by orbital physics to our solar system’s planets, commonly known as moons, comprise a consortium of enticing worlds that are rocky, wet, icy, cratered, hot, cold, and puzzling, some of whose veneers are textured with mountains, lakes, concealed oceans, valleys, volcanoes, geysers, canyons, and plains, and have both water and heat to fuel tantalizing speculations. Such objects present a pathway to both the poetics and the disruptions ignited by an age-old urge to ponder reality beyond the single planet in which we are cradled.

Exhibition continues: July 20 – December 16, 2018
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